A gorgeous addition to the shade garden that provides plenty of texture and a solid backdrop of deep color for brighter blooms to play off of, 'Elegans' sends up delicate white flowers in spring-summer.

**Hosta sieboldiana ‘Elegans’**

- **Use:** Hostas are exceedingly popular perennials in today's gardens due to their versatility in the landscape. Their subtle colors, tall flower scapes, and broad, coarse leaves fill a niche in garden designs that few other plants can achieve. Their large leaves provide excellent coverage for dying bulb foliage.

- **Exposure/Soil:** Part sun (best)–shade. Acid, moist, well-drained soil, but not soggy. Use slow release fertilizer two times a year.

- **Growth:** Moderate growing; forms foliage clump 2 to 2½ ft. tall, 4 ft. wide.

- **Hardiness:** Zone 5-8 Perennial

- **Foliage:** Deciduous. Huge 10x9", blue-gray, rounded leave. They become heavily textured and corrugated as they mature; slug resistant. Blue leaf color is best achieved in light sun.

- **Flower:** White flowers bloom in clusters on 34" scapes in summer.